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  Nourished Soul Sanctum























  
  









  The Yogi and The Chef
Megan Jones and Sarah Bailey have been co creating retreats since 2017. Sarah joined Megan to help her out for her very first Bliss Out Retreat in October 2015 and well it was so good Sarah has served up the nourishment at every retreat since. Their friendship is a pivotal part of their success, however, they are both super good at what they do and they both walk the walk and talk the talk. You’ll love all of it, and no doubt be bringing your friends and family to retreats every year. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to ‘Treat YourSelf’. You will be redirected to Nourished Soul Sanctums website!























  
  









  
    Book Your Space Here
  








  Mj’s Love Letters
Megan sends out fortnightly updates on mentoring, yoga, retreats and birthing. 
Stay up to date with classes, live events and 1:1 support for your unique life journey.  
Join us and become part of the Radical Self Care movement! 
Blessings Mjx
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  I would like to acknowledge all of the indigenous cultures, spiritual practices and rituals that have informed my  understanding of what it means to be walking this life as a conduit between heaven and earth, consciousness and the Great Mother.
Let us pay tribute to the spiritual lineages and collective ancestry that has drawn us to each other.
 I would like to acknowledge how beautiful it is to live on Worimi Country and I hope that the spiritual work I do in some way supports the indigenous cultures of this land, sea and sky. 
~























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    

  